
A Very Brief History of Soundwork
Ancient cultures knew about the power of sound long before the term science was

coined. The spiritually wise men of India knew that the world is sound. From India's
Vedic scriptures comes the term Nada Brahm6n-6lls primal sound of being" or "being
itself." Even four thousand years ago, India's scholars and religious leaders understood
that we live in a state of vibration from which sound derives and on which sound has
profound influences.

Philosophers and prophets of old shared a common belief in the divine origin and
nature of sound. In ancient philosophies and religions, sound (vibration) is the lead
character in creation myths. The genesis of the universe-or, thinking locally, our planet
Earth-is ascribed to the "'Word" or the "One Sound." Cutting across historical, religious,
and political lines, Egyptians, Hebrews, Native Americans, Celts, Chinese, and Christians
all have spoken of sound as a divine principle.

The roots of this belief in the power of sound can be found in the ancient cultures
of the Ethiopians, Hopi, and Aborigines, as well as the temples of Greece and Rome.
Many of the musical philosophies of Pythagoras have withstood the test of time. In The
Secret Power of Music, however, David Tame states, "Almost three thousand years
before the birth of Christ, at a time when the music of European man may have amounted
to no more than the beating of bones on hollow logs, the people of China were already in
possession of the most complex and fascinating philosophy of music of which we know
today."

The Chinese dynasties compared music with a force of nature and held it in that
level of awe. "The Chinese understood the power within music to be a free energy, which
man could use or misuse according to his own free will." The rulers and their
philosophers believed that in order for their citizens not to misuse music-and for all to
benefit from its optimally beneficent use-only the "correct" music could be played.
Beyond entertainment, Chinese emperors believed moral influence was the major effect
of music that they needed to control. And revere and hamess the power of sound they did,
for four and a half millennia, until the Ch'ing dynasty (1644*1912).

Worldwide, powerful shamans cured disease and mental anguish by coaxing evil
spirits into leaving their victims through the power of chanting. Today entire villages,
from Africa to Alabama to the Arctic, continue to drum, sing, or dance themselves into
states of spiritual ecstasy.

The entire planet vibrates to the rhythms and sounds of music. No matter how
primitive or advanced, music plays an inclusive and vital role in every country. It is an
inescapable part of life: of spiritual ceremonies, social celebrations, child rearing, armies
marching off to war, initiations, funerals, harvests, and feast days.
(Excerpted from The Power ofSound, p.10-l l)



1967 Hans Jenny, a Swiss doctor, published the book Cymatics - The Structure and
Dynamics of Waves and Vibrations, as a follow-up on the original work of German
physicist, Emst E. F. Chladni (1756 -1827).

1969 IBAC - International Bio-Acoustic Council was founded in Denmark "with the
object of promoting intemational participation throughout the entire field of bioacoustic
activity." What is Bioacoustics? Animal bioacoustics is the study of sound in non-
human animals. It includes within its scope acoustic communication, sound production
mechanisms, auditory anatomy and function, sonar, acoustic tracking, and the effects of
human-made and environmental noise on animals.

1972 Therese Schroeder-Sheker pioneers the Chalice of Repose Project (musical
thanatology) which aims to lovingly serve the physical and spiritual needs of the dying
with the delivery of live prescriptive music.

1973-75 John Beaulieu discovers BioSonic Repatterning (tuning forks) while sitting in
an anechoic chamber for five hundred hours, listening to the sounds of his own body.

1977 Manfred Clynes publishes Sentics - The Touch of Emotions, an exploration of
how emotions are communicated in daily life, music and the arts. It is a revolutionary,
new scientific discipline which studies the biologic basis of communicating emotion.
1978 Paul Madaule, a protege of Tomatis, opens Tomatis Centre in Toronto - the frrst
in North America.

1980 The first Lithotripter (Litho : stone; Trip : to break) was produced by the
German Aircraft manufacturer Dornier. Since then more than 4 million patients have
been successfully treated worldwide for removal of kidney, bladder, pancreatic, and
ureter stones. This is a non-surgical method, using acoustic wave bombardment disbursed
through water.

1981 Fabien Maman begins a 1.5 year experiment with biologist Helene Grimal of the
University of Jussieu in Paris to study the effect of sound in human cells.

1982 International Society for Music in Medicine (ISMM) is created. First
symposium is held in Germany.

1986 Olav Skille Q'{orway) publishes the Manual of Vibroacoustics.

1987 Fabien Maman begins The Academy of Sound, Color and Movement and
begins teaching courses internationally. This is the first major integrated curriculum for
the study of therapeutic sound.

1981 The first International Symposium for Vibroacoustics held in Norway.

1992 Don Campbell begins The Therapeutic Sound Schools, ltrst integrated study of
soundwork in USA.

1993 Research known as the Mozart Effect is published by Shaw, Rauscher, et al, at
UC Irvine. College students scored significantly higher on spatial-temporal reasoning
tasks after listening to the first ten minutes of Mozart Sonata for Two Pianos in D Major
(k.448) compared to other students under control conditions.
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2005 Researchers at the Charite University Medical Centre in Berlin release results of
study that finds living or working in a noisy environment can increase a person's risk
ofheart attack.

(Note: This is an evolving summary of noteworthy soundwork events. Kindly pardon any omissions.)
(c) 2006 Joshua Leeds. All Rights Reserved.
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